Software Supply Chain Security for Containers
Your software is only as secure as your weakest link.

Our mantra?

Recent high-profile attacks directed at the global software
supply chain have put savvy CTOs and CISOs on notice. From
SolarWinds to Log4J, these attacks raised serious questions
about how to secure the vastly complex global software supply
chain that underpins all modern software.

Ship only what you need
to production.
This reduces your software
supply chain risk to only what is
necessary for your applications.

Security practitioners must actively rethink how they manage
their software supply chain to reduce risk. This process is
frequently reactive, manual, and challenging to prioritize, creating friction between security teams,
developers, and DevOps with a direct impact on a company’s bottom line.
Slim.AI removes friction by securing your software supply chain with optimized containers specific
to your application needs, while automatically reducing vulnerabilities in the process.

The current solutions aren't measuring up
Today’s software supply chain makes delivering secure containers to production extremely challenging.
The high rate of change and complex web of dependencies in many open source projects and
libraries can quickly introduce new threats and vulnerabilities, in addition to breaking changes.
One strategy to control these risks is to place strict limits on open source dependencies and
updates. Another is to add vulnerability scanning into build processes, combined with SLAs
for priority remediation.
While beneficial, these solutions can result in a high-friction development environment, slowed
delivery, delayed releases, and frustrated developers.
When every company is a software company, there must be a better solution.
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First-line security with slim containers
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Developers gain deep insights
into their containers with Slim’s
developer tools. Vulnerability
reports and SBOMs are
generated and stored for the
original image.

Slim’s optimization engine
automatically reduces
containers to only what they
need. Developers can provide
fine-grained configurations or
use Slim’s recommendations.

Post-optimization analysis
details which files, packages,
and vulnerabilities were
removed and still exist in the
final, slimmed image.

Slim’s approach to securing the software supply chain focuses on helping security and development
organizations get unparalleled visibility into the software running inside their containers.
We use that deep understanding to optimize your images and ship production-ready containers
with the smallest possible attack surface.

How Slim fits into your existing workflow
Slim is designed to work alongside, not replace, your existing infrastructure.
We integrate with major CI/CD platforms and provide a suite of fully documented APIs and
command-line tools to empower your teams.

Jenkins

Azure Registry

We’re making it easier for companies to apply and automate these practices in their workflows.
This means less risk of shipping unnecessary software — software that may contain vulnerabilities
or compliance issues.

Key benefits of working with us
We are currently accepting a limited number of
organizations as Design Partners. These pilot
customers will get access to cutting-edge features
and functionality as part of a high-touch, iterative
feedback cycle that will ensure Slim provides maximum benefit to partners. There is no charge for
the program or use of the platform currently.

•

Advanced capabilities and early
access to new features
•

Enhanced Image Optimization

•

Multi-vulnerability scanners

•

Dedicated Integration and
Onboarding resources

•

No cost, we only ask for your feedback

Sound interesting? Book a demo today.
Let's Connect! Visit our Slim.AI Solutions page at www.slim.ai/solutions to learn more
and contact the team at partners@slim.ai.

